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Abstract 

 
In this article the creation of spin to the celestial bodies are explained over the 

new approach using the deviation of angular velocity for the different geodetics 

in the symmetric spaces for a central gravitational field. The spin angular 

momentum ��� is deduced to be related with the mass of the extended body of 

which different mass elements pass over the different geodetics. The relation has 

been solved as	� ∝ ��, this relation is so far required and practicable as per as the 

astronomical observations for the objects like stars and black holes.  

Keywords: Celestial mechanics, reference system, stars: early-type, stars: 

formation stars: rotation 

 

1. Introduction 

Stars and planets all the celestial objects have their own intrinsic rotation that is 

spin. It has long been reported�1,5,6,8,9�  that there is a certain relationship 

between the spin angular momentum to mass for every celestial object. The 

relation is to give as 	� � ��� 	 �8,9�where p is a constant and  � is calculated 5/3 

for direct consequence balancing centrifugal force to gravitational force for a 

gravitationally bound system (Wesson 1983) like planets and stars. But there is a 

prominence � � 2	 has been established by �1,8,9� repeatedly over observations 

for the massive objects like stars or black holes. In the following sections the 

origin and expression of spin angular momentum of large massive objects will be 

discussed over the deviation of angular velocity field for the geodetic paths �7� in 

the symmetric spaces for a central gravitational field.  
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2. The angular momentum 

From classical mechanics the spin angular momentum of a mass particle mass 

(�) is given by �2� 
� � �� � ���

��� 	                         (1) 

� � �� � �� � ��																																																																																																																																								�2�	
 Where �		the radius vector from the centre of rotation O of a fixed frame and	� is 

the angular velocity of the particle (Goldstein 1997). 

               Now let us consider a rotating frame of reference O   �Fig. 1� with the 

same angular velocity��� as the particle, obviously we will not have any angular 

momentum with respect to this reference frame O 	for the body at a distance 

∆�.This is as follows 

   &�' ( ∆r� 

 &r                                �                                                        

                                                                                     O          ∆r                   

                                                                                   

 O r O     		∆r   

Fig.1 Angular momentum of the particle respect to co-rotating frame *′ 
 

      �′ � � ( ∆�                                           (3) 

	���,
�� �-./ � ���

���-./ ( ��∆�
�� �-./                    (4) 

But          � �
���-./ � � �

���01� ( � �               (5)                                              

   � � �′ � � � � ( ��∆�
�� �01� ( � � ∆�      (6)  

��∆�
�� �01� � 0                (7) 

Thus angular momentum of the particle with respect to the rotating frame with 

same angular velocity	 
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	�01� � �∆� � ��∆�
�� �01� � 0                                (8) 

�01� � �∆� � �∆� � ∆��01� � 0                      (9)  

In equation (9) ∆3 is the relative angular velocity which requires ∆3 � 0.Thus it 

is mere possible that the body must have some angular momentum respect to O   if 

there is a non vanishing relative angular velocities	∆3. Thus to fetch an angular 

momentum there must be an accountable deviation of angular velocity 

between	O 	and the particle.   

 ∆r 

                                                                r                          ∝ (∆3 

																																				O														∆3																																						O 								 ∝ 

                Fig.2 The deviated angular velocity with respect to co-rotating frame *′ 
 

If the deviation ∆� is achieved relative to the frame	O 	as the�Fig. 2� then particle 

of mass ‘m’ will impart an angular momentum  

∆� � �∆'�	∆3                                     �10�		
	

3. The dispersion of angular velocity for different geodetics 

            The above situation in Sec.2 could we expect from any natural system 

where the deviation of angular velocity could be found to impart spin angular 

momentum for a moving object? Yes this is happened for a central force field 

like gravity where there is always some deviation of 3 along the radius from the 

centre of gravitating mass 4 for every curved geodetic path�7�. And unlikely 

choosing any initial spin angular momentum for a large massive body there is a 

great scope to obtain a spin angular momentum due to dispersive nature of the 

angular velocity with respect to radial distances under the curved space time of a 

gravitational field. From weak field approximation it is possible to jump easily to 

the Newtonian mechanics where for the bound state the gravitational force is 

balanced over the centrifugal force and then radial velocity�2�. 
&' � 567

0                                  �11�	
                       G is the gravitational constant and ‘r’ is the distance of centre of 

mass from the centre of gravitating mass (4�. Then deviation of	� is 
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   8& � 9
�0: 567

0 . 8'                       �12�  

       

4. Origin of spin of large celestial objects 

 

 If we look at the very early stage of massive star formation in our galaxy it is 

assumed they are formed in a gravitational pull of enormous vast spherical cloud 

of dust or fluid�4� which may be considered as the relics of big bang �4�. If we 

allow that stars rotate in its own geodetic around the galactic nuclei, then it is 

meant for the rotation of centre of mass of the stars. But it is impossible to set a 

unique angular velocity for all the mass elements distributed in radial extension 

for the early stage stars because each elements has distinct angular velocity under 

the distinct geodetic path for the central gravitating mass 4	.Thus the composite 

system of enormous vast cloud will induce spin for the elements from deviated 

angular velocity for different geodetics regarding�12�.  

 

                                                                                                        8�∆&∆'                                                   

           

                                                ∆'< = 

                                                                                                                ∆'                                                                                  

	                                                                
                                                                              �                                       

                          4                                                                       8�∆&∆'                                       

 

Fig.3 Induced spin angular momentum due to deviation of geodetics angular 

velocity for the elementary masses 

               From �Fig. 3�  let us consider the shaded volume element 

	?∆'<�cos�=8�∆'� of mass 8�  with the relative deviation of angular velocity 

owing to the geodetic path respect to the centre of mass is	∆&  . 

               Now the dispersion of &	taking the central mass 4 is not changed 

accountably within in the range ' C ∆'	, where	' ≫ ∆'	. Hence implying �12�  
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∆& � 9
�0: 567

0 . ∆'                      (13) 

∆ω � K∆r                                   (14) 

                  Let us consider the radial distance of the centre of mass is fixed or 

otherwise changes slowly then 
9

�0: 567
0 � J is a constant; hence the dispersion 

shows a linear dependence of    ∆' . 

Then the imparted angular momentum respect to the centre of mass of the body 

for the elementary disc of mass	8�  of the dust cloud using the parallel axes 

formula of moment of inertia is 

∆� � �8�. ∆'� ( 8� ∆0K:LMN:O
P � ∆�	        (15)   

And for the total spherical body, 

Q ∆� � 2 Q �8�. ∆'� ( 8� ∆0K:LMN:O
P � ∆�									                   (16) 

 For the density of the cloud R elementary	mass 8� � R?∆'<�cos�=8�∆'�	 
Putting ∆' � ∆'<sin =   ,  8�∆'� � ∆'< cos θ. 8= and using   (14) 

∆& � J ∆'<sin = 

� � 2JR?∆'<U Q �cos9=. sin9=V �W
< ( X

P cosY=. sin=�8=   (17)  

� 2JR?∆'<U Q �cos9=. sin=V �W
< Z 9

P cosY=. sin=�8=   (18)     

   � � X
P R?J∆'<U

                           (19) 

Putting   R P
9 ?∆'<9 � � , mass of the total spherical dust cloud  

We have, 

� � [
UPV

\
] ��                                          (20) 

Then from (20) for the spherical objects 

        � ∝ ��                                       (21) 
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Equation (21) is the established required relation as of Sec.1 reasonably 

         
^
_ � 9

XU J∆'<9
                               (22)  

      equation   (22) shows  spin angular momentum falls off with the cubic rate of 

the radial extension and obviously if the  self gravitational pull is very strong then 

it could be assumed total creation of spin has been achieved in the very early 

stage of the star formation.  

 

5. Black holes angular momentum problem 

Let us put the equation (22) for the black holes of spherical mass distribution 

	such that  ∆'< � ` , `	the very early stage radius.  

      
^
_ � 9

XU J∆'<. `. `                              (23) 

Using equation (14) 

        � 9
XU ∆&. `. `                                  (24) 

Taking consideration the Schwarzschild radius �4� of a black hole of mass	∆� is 

` a �6_
b:      (25), c is the light velocity 

      
^

_: � 9
c ∆&` 6

b:                                 (26) 

For extremely fast rotating black holes 	
∆&` � d � e 

^
_: � 9

c . 6
b                                             (27) 

fgh i ^
_:j � egklm.                             (28)        

Hence we are at the required relation (28) where the constant is independent of 

the black holes masses as Ruffin &Wheeler �5� and Bosch�1�.  
 

6. Conclusion 

             The consequence of the origin of spin for the celestial objects and 

presentation of it in terms of dispersion of angular velocity has been established 

in mathematical representation over classical mechanics so far the relations (21) 

and (28) are concerned. In this regard from (22) objects even like artificial  
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satellite having curved velocity under Earth gravitational field without any initial 

angular momentum can induce spin if it has certain radial extension.  
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